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complete de Pespece, accompagnee d'illustrations, est donnee a la suite de l'examen des

nouvelle, K. brasiliensis (Bak.) Ravenna, est etablie. Kelissa possede des atliuit.-s avee

Cypella Herb, et Trifurca Herb.

Pierfelice Ravenna, INTA, Unwersidad de Chile, Casilla 15138, Santiago 11, Chile.

In 1959, I received on loan from t he Botanical Museum of Berlin-] lahlem, the material

used by Baker (1892, p. 72) for proposing Herhertia brasiliensis Bak. This consisted

of two sheets (Sello 1370 & 2863) labelled " Brasilia Meridionalis ", each bearing several

mounted specimens. After an accurate examination, I concluded that the plants did

not fit in " Herhertia " (at present Trifurcia), nor in any other known genus. However,
the research was postponed until the eventuality of studying fresh material.

During a first trip te Brazil in 1963, I detected a sheet of the species among the undeter-

mined Iridacese of the " Herbarium Bradeanum " (Rio de Janeiro). This collection, the

second since the original of Sello, beared precise locality data :
" Rio Grande do Sul,

Cacapava, caminho para a Gruta do Segredo ". Two years later, I gathered in that place

a number of fruiting plants and planted bulbs in my experimental collection. A few

plants flowered the next season confirming the presence of a new genus.



KELISSA Ravenna, gen. nov.
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Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The

GENERIC RELATIONSHIPS

Although exhibiting the hal.il of the genus Trifureia llerl). syn. Herbertia S\v.. nam.

Meg.), Kelissa shows several features that makes it more similar to (upella, especially

to C hauthalii. These are : t lie relatively long, purple-spotted, tepal claws ; the presence

of glandular hairs on them : and the dense glandular area (elaiophores ) on the inner-tepal

hlade. In Trifureia claws are rather short, not spotted red-hrown, and the elaiophore

area is located on them, instead than on the hlade.

Tigridieie : they are erect, straight, contiguous PI. I. 3), and enclosing the upper part

the style. We could find similar anther-types in certain species of Si.si/ri 'nehium a

Pseudotriinezia, hut these genera helong to different trihes. and are therefore filogene

cally far from Kelissa.

From the above discussion of characters, it appeals that Kelissa evolved from Cypel

possibly through C. hauthalii. There is still another genus to be described (Raven?
in prep.), which appears as intermediate between the mentioned species and Kelis.

Moreover, the latter seems to conform a step toward the genus Trifureia.

Kelissa brasiliensis (Bak.) Ravenna, comb. nov. PI. 1.

Herbertia brasiliensis Bak.. Journ. Linn. Sue. London If) : 134 (1877).—Alophia brasiliensis (Bak. Kimzk. Rev. Gen. PI. l>> i'2)
:

.'{<>', LS!»K:.

Trifureia brasiliensis Bak. Goi.db.a t t, Brittonia 27 i \) : \Wi (1975).

Lkctotype : Sella 2863, B!
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Plant about 8-15 cm high. Bulb subglobose 11-20 mmwide, covered by dark brown

long, 4-6 mmbroad, attenuate. Flowering stem with a single leaf and l-'i bracts. Spathes

2-4, shortly pedunculated, two-flowered, often somewhat ventrieose : valves unequal, the

lower to 30-33 nun lung, the upper ahout 36-40 mmlong. Pedicels as long as the upper

valve, rarely shorter. Ovary claviform. to 5.8-7 nun long. 1 .85-2.6 mmhroad. Perigone

a pale violet, spotted, scentless, ahout 15-2*) mmlong, 35-45 in diameter. Tepals markedly

unguiculate, the claws erecto-patent, yellowish, red-hrown-spotted. Outer tepals with

the claws 9-10.5 mmlong. 1.8 mmhroad at the hase : the Made semicircular, a pale violet

marked at the hase hy a rhomhoidal or elliptic yellow stain and profusely purple spotted,

about 13-16 mmlong, 22-26 mmbroad, spreading hut slightly recurved at the apex. Inner

tepals to 11 mmlong, the claws 7.5-10 mmlong. 0.0-1 mmhroad at the hase. 2 mmbroad

at the apex; the blade to 5.7-7 mmlong, 6 mmhroad. ohcordate. sometimes straight,

almost spoon-like, otherwise with a recurved apex, with a pair of lateral, yellow, minutely

black-spotted areas on a yellowish-white ground, and a longitudinal, narrowly elliptic,

dense, whitish glandular area (elaiophores) : the extreme distal part violet. Staminal

column cylindrical, entire, narrowing near the hase of the anthers, whitish, marked near

the base by small, dark red streaks or spots, ahout 5.7-8.5 mm long. Anthers linear-

oblong, straight, erect, contiguous, slighly adhering each other, to .'hO-'i.O mmlong: pollen

greenish. Style filiform, verv thin, greenish-white, ahout 12 I ,2. in long. Slvle r .

chronologically, hy Sktbkkt, refers to Cypcllu spalhulala Seuh., an unpaid

; the second hy Klatt quotes Herberda cfprulea Herb., properly Trifurcia

Goldbl. suhsp. cwrulea (Herb.) Goldhl. : the third hy Kuntze is the correct;



by Diki.s, assigns the species tit llcrlin-tia un L>niruh<hi l!;ik. : tin's latter binomial.

', is to be referred to another genus.

vtt (1861-62, p. 555), in a brief treatment of the genus Herberlia (= Trifurcia).

s this same speeies under Herberlia drummondiana Herb., ^noting the same spe-

as Baker {Sella 1370 OV 2863). Nevertheless, he fails stating " stigmatis lobis

bifidis ". Goldblatt (1975. p. 384), in a superficial treatment of the North
n bulbous Iridacete, hasted in transferring the species to Trifurcia.

description and illustration of the species arc based on the plants that flowered

ilture in Buenos Aires.
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ents : I feel obliged to Dr Guido F. J. Pabst, Rio de Janeiro, for guidance and

help during the several research trips I have done to Brazil, and for a duplicate sheet of Kelissa

bra.sillen.sis; Mr. Salvador Maiinii, Buenos Aires, who took photographs of the flower on plants

under culture of the species; Botanisches Museum of IVrlin-Dahlem, for lending the type-collec-

tion ; and Instituut voor systematische plantkunde, University of Utrecht, for sending interesting

« 1 1 \ imiteriiil for identification and studv.
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